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ABSTRACT

Artificial recharge to the groundwater ,table of excess irrigation
water at Litchfield. Ranch has involved treatment with a chemical flocculant
to remove suspended sediment from the turbid recharge water, addition of
chlorine to kiln., bacteria and algae in the water, and facilities to keep
air from entering the recharge_ well and aquifer... In two preliminary tests, .

treated water was injected to the water table down a well normally used
.for irrigation, and quantitative data were recorded which give the parameters
of the a quifer, and effectiveness of the flocculent and chiorinization -

system. From the information developed by the controlled, preliminary
recharge tests, modification. of procedure and _facilities are suggestedwiddik,
will allow larger volumes of good quality water to be recharged at minimum
costs
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ARTIFICIAL ` GROUND WATER RECHARGE

AT LITCHFIELD RANCH, ARIZONA

INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope

F.
The purpose of this investigation is to design a plan for artificial ground.

water recharge through well injection which will be capable of intródducing water

of good quality at a minimum volume of Soo acre feet per yeaì'at a total cost of

$.3-4 per acre foot. Water which is to be recharged comes from irrigation \tail -

water and varies widely in chemical character, -amount of suspended sedinaat and
\,

bacterial content. In order to recharge this water, it must be chemically eca

patible with water in the ground water reservoir, reasonably clear froVVtbe stand.
;.1

point of suspended sediment and have had its contained bacteria rendered inert.

Methods by which these goals can be accomplished must be guided by economic aa`;..

well as technical considerations.

Location of Area

Litchfield Ranch, owned by The Goodyear Rubber Company, surrounds the town.

of Litchfield Park, Arizona. The actual recharge site is Well 33A,F located in.
the northwest corner of Section 33,, T2N, R1W, from the Gila and Salt River Base

Line and Meridian. .

Geography

General Statement

At Litchfield Park the land surface is generally flat with local shallow

depressions formed by drainage to the nearby AMqua`.ria River.

The combination of climate and topography make the Litchfield area almost

ideal for farming, with its only drawback being lack of precipitation. This

factor is presently overcome by pumping ground - water. However, continued pumping.
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of ground water for the past forty years has lowered the water table a minimum of

seventy feet. This drop is a good indication of the inadequacy of natural recharge

from !lbw' in the nearby blue Fria River. The accelerated rate of water table de-

cline in recent years heralds the approach of economic limit of ground water for

agricultural purposes,

GEOLOGY

General Statement

The Litchfield Park area is located in a wide structural basin filled with

alluvium. Definite stratigraphie units are not discernable in the basin fill, and

the aquifer from which hater is withdrawn is made up of lenses of sand or gravel

separated by relatively impermeable layers of clay and silt. Decline in the water

table has drained some permeable material which lies above the present water level

and these materials provide space for storage of artificially recharged water.

Because of the heterogenous nature of inner -valley fill, geologic structure such

as folding and faulting are not discernible at the surface. However a deep earth

crack has developed in Section 2, T2N, R1N. Details of orientation, pitch and depth

of this earth crack are unavailable at this time, but personnel of Litchfield Ranch

have described it as oriented north -south, nearly vertical, and very deep. Just

recently, wells in the vicinity of this earth crack have begun to produce water of a

highly saline quality. This information together with the knowledge of a deep salt

layer shown in drillers logs seems to indicate the possibility of a deep aquifer with

water under artesian head. Leakage along the earth crack from the deep aquifer may

leach salt from the deep sediments and bring it into contact with the shallower "sweet"

water. Since formation of the earth -crack, water levels have risen three to four feet

in nearby wells. Close investigation of the subsurface geology may, in the future,

reveal the cause of the earth crack.



GROUND WATER RECHARGE

General Statement

With accelerating expansion of population in arid and semi -arid regions,-such

as the Southwestern United States, withdrawals of groundwater by pumpage for agri-

cultural, industrial and municipal use has in many areas exceeded the rate of

replenishment to the ground water reservoirs by natural recharge. Basic research

is needed in developing methods necessary-for the artificial recharge of ground

water to supplement natural recharge.

Artificial recharge of ground water in the Western states has been conducted

both experimentally and on a practical basis for several years. In the High Plains

area of Texas, injection of water in playa lakes into irrigation wells has been

practiced on a large scale. Elsewhere in the Plains and along the eastern front

of the Rocky Mountains from Montana to southern New Mexico, water spreading for

erosion and flood control has resulted in induced recharge at several places. In

California, chiefly in the southern Coastal Basin, millions of acre -feet of water

have been recharged artificially in projects designed to control flood waters, re-

tard sea water-intrusion, augment underground storage, and salvage waste or non-

consumed water from industrial, municipal, and irrigation uses. The amounts of

water involved in these activities arerfifiignificant magnitude when compared to -----

total water demands.

In the western interior basin or Basin and Range Province, however, relatively

little has been done in research on methods for subsurface recharge and storage of

water, or on the controlling factors in the physical environment related to these

methods. The arid- region basins have special problems and unique characteristics in

regard to water supply: evaporation rates from surface reservoirs are very high;

rainfall is locally heavy on the mountain ranges but light and scattered in the



alluvial basins where it is stored; and surface runoff is insufficient to meet

water requirements in the basin areas of concentrated use. Thus a large part of

the water needs must be met by pompage from the underground reservoirs, and at

present more than half of all the ground water pumped in the Unites States is

produced from wells in arid basins. .

As part of research on artificial- ground water recharge presently being con-

ducted in Arizona, the Litchfield Park recharge test provides an excellent

opportunity to study methods of recharging water which has been chemically treated

to remove suspended sediment and control bacteria. Well injection was chosen as

the recharge method because of the presence of relatively impermeable clay lenses

between the ground surface and the water table..

Ground Water Conditions

The 1959 Water level map (plate I) illustrates the presence of a north-

south trending ground water ridge through the center of Litchfield Ranch. The

western limb of this ridge bkroaggrildient of 20 to 30 feet per mile, while the east

limb piutgis Aëgplaboathe northeast because of a small ground water basin

created by heavy pumping from three wells used by the town of Litchfield Park.

Plates II, III and. IV,, which are contour maps of the ground water surface for the

years 1956 through 1958, show development of the ground water ridge discussed

above. Incomplete data on water levels make extrapolation of contours unfeasible,

but it is possible from these maps to see the growth and spread of the ridge. Un-

.

doubtedly, a major cause of this ground water ridge is the great amount of water

being ppnped on Litchfield Ranch which lies on the two limbs and plunging nose

of the ridge. .

Well 33A,, the recharge well, lies on the northwestern crest of the ground

water ridge. Selection of this site for recharge was for economic rather than

hydrologic reasons. These reasons are:



The well lies closest to the final pondivg reservoir of the tail -water

(.Sump 2, plate I.) before it is discharged into the Aqua Fria River.

2. There is a cement lined irrigation lateral from Sump 2 which

passes within 25 feet of weld. 33A.

The water table slopes to tie torUn, at'from the recharge well with an

average gradient of 30 feet per wile, aná water injected underground through the

well must move a minimum of thrall, and mi.-half to four miles parallel to the
,gip

hydraulic gradient under land oued b the Litchfield Ranch, and thus can be

beneficial to them.

Chemical Quality

A tabulation _s!' eitioal stater analysis for most irrigation wells on

Litchfield Ranch is given-in table 1. From the information in the table it is

evident that maim' produced by Well 33A is very hard (calcium is 296 ppn- -parts

per million) sod tmdsairable for domestic use because of its high salt content

(2278 ppd lotal soluble. salts).

Pr at1y, only one chemical analysis of tail water in sump 2 is available
4e,.-.y
(t &l).,- This sample was collected December 21, 1959 after a heavy rain, and

í01 water probably accounts for the good quality of the sump water.

Temperature of Water

Temperature of water pumped from Well 33B, one quarter mile away from the

recharge well, was measured at a discharge point 35 feet from the top of the well.

-

After the well was pumped for at least 15 minutes the temperature of the water

stabilized at 58° F (Fahrenheit) during both recharge tests.

Temperature of water from sump 2 was measured where it entered a cement

lined lateral about 300 feet east of the sump. After one hour of flow, the

temperature of the sump water was 78° F during the first recharge test and 83a F

during the second recharge test.

Air temperature at the time of the first recharge test reached a high of



Taable 1 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF WATER SAMPLES
AT LITC HFIELU RANCH,. ARIZONA

SAMPLE LOCATION . DATE, TOTAL SOLUBLE SALTS HARDNESS .

(PPm) (PPm)

Sump #2 1l4/60 ' 434 158

Well #31 A 9/1/59 905 211
31 B 9/1/59 2162 1200
31 C. 9/]/59 1772 3.040
31 D 9/1/59 2411 1330
30 A 9/1/59 753 . 285
30 c 9/1/59 .

. 2073
: 3140

30 D 9/1/59 660 . . 148.
33 A 9/1/59 2278 ' 1320
33 B 9/1/59 2677 1320
33 C 9/1/59 2069 1310
1 A 9/1/59 2016. 1110
9 B 9/59 3631 3190 .
3 . . /zf 59 . 1318 762

314 A 9/1/59 loOl 657
34 B. 9/1/59 2619 1660
34 G 9/1/59 616 . 371
26 A 9/1/59 575 158
27 A .9/1/59 17814 . . . 787
2.7 C 9/1/59 1329 702
23 A 9/1/59 521 134

AL
. - 9/1/59 366 .101

' 8 AL 9/1/59 389 113
13 AL 9/1/59 ` }5 227

5 Ä 9/1/59 411
179/1/59 :109, 70.

24 A. 9/1/59 ' 395 123
214 B 9/1/59 . 385 111
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88° F and was 830 F at the time the temperatures of both the well and sump

water were measured. When -temperatures of both sump and well water were

measured for the second recharge test, air temperature was 930 F, and the high-

est temperature for the day was 103° F.

Methods of Determining Water Levels

Water levels for all wells were determined with an air pressure sage.

Accuracy of the air line and pressure gage readings were checked every six months

by personnel of Litchfield Ranch. .

Preliminary Recharge Test

on March 51 1960, a preliminary ground water recharge test" was conducted

Ong Well 333A as injection point. Water which had collected in sump 2 was

slightly tbid because of suspended sediment and a flocculent was applied to

car the water. A limited supply of flocculent restricted the total volume of

rechargeable water to only 80,000 gallons, and a recharge rate of 1,400 gpa

(gallons per minute). Additional factors which controlled the recharge rate were

mixing and detention time of the treated water. These factors are discussed in

detail later in the report.

Prior to beginning recharge, water levels were measured in three wells as

fold z .

Well

3333

30E

Method of Measurement Dept]} to Water
lIFeet)

Air Line 132

Air Line 122

Air Line 223

Date Time

3/5/6o

3/5/6o

3/5/6o

9:45 A. M.

9:it7 A. M.

10:06 A. M.

Well. Hydraulics

Fluctuation of water levels has been tabulated in table 2. From the data

for recovery of *he water table a recovery curve was plotted, and the coefficient

of transmissibility and storage calculated by the type curve method.



Table 2 WATER LEVEL .FLUCTUATIONS DURING
RECHARC TESTS AT LITCHFIELD RANCH, ARIZONA

DATE TIME DEPTH TO WATER (ft.) REMARK.
Preliminary Test

3/5/60 11:37 A.M. 108

3/5/60 12:15 P.M. 107
12:25 108
12:30 107
12:35 107
12:40 107
1:2:43 . 123
12:30 126
12:47 127
12:47:30 128
12r50 128
12:51:30 129
12:56:30 130.
1:47 130.5

Recharge started at 11 :30 a.m,
at 1360 gpm. of treated. water

Recharge stopped

3:00 P.M. 131 Started recharge of
3:05 untreated water at 2140 gpm.
3M07 122 .

3:09 116

3:11 1114.

3:13 112
3:15

. Stopped recharge because
3:16 126 intake system developed a leak.'
3:17 128
3;18 128
3:25 129,

3:30 130

SECOND TEST

%%60 12.06 P.M. 3.36

12:55
.

136
122:58 124 Recharge started - 750 gpm.
1:05 1214 Added Cl for 2 min. 5 sec.
1:12 128 44 cc/sec. of 50% Cl Solution
1:30 128 every 15 min. for remainder
2:30 128 of the test
2:45 128.

.

3:00 128
3:20 128

3:30 128
4:00 128
4:15 128
4-. 30 128
4:1t5 128
4:55 Stopped recharging
4:56 132
4:57 133



Table 2 . WATER LEVEL FLUCTUATIONS DURING
RECHARGE TESTS AT LITCHFIE D RANCH, ARIZONA

DATE TIME DEPTH TO WATER (ft.) REMARKS

5/34/6o 14:58 .M.
5:00
5:02
5:04.
5a05
5:06
5:08
51.1.
5:14
5:17
5:21.

5/15/60 11:16 A.M.
ll:41 '

12:12 F.M.
12r,45
12:46
12:47
11248 R

12:49
12:50
12:51,
32:%
12::59
1:13
1:29
1:47
2:00
2:15
2:30
3:15
3:24 :

3..25.
3:26
3:28
3:29
3:30
3:31
3:32
3:33
3:34
3:35
3:45
3:48
350
3:51.
3:54
3:55

Second Test (contiñued)

134
134
135
135
135
135
135
135
136
136
136

136
136
136.
136
134
132
131
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
136
136

124.
122
120
120
119
118
118
118
11.8
116
116
128
130
132
133

Recharge
Added Cl
from 50%
4 cc /sec.
for remai

started 700 gpm
for 2 min. 10 sec.
Cl Solution Q
-- every 15 min..,

rader of test.

Recharge stopped

Recharge started -- 2060 gpm.

Recharge stopped

Back pumped for 5 min.
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Calculations:

Water levels recorded between 12 :14 P M., 3/5/60, and 1 :17 P. M., 3/5/60,t

are plotted on logarithmic paper (figure 1) and a match point determined as

described by Brown (1953). From quantitative data determined in this manner

the following calculations were made using the Thels1, Formula.

T , 114 6 Q, li(u).
s

Q- recharge rate- -1360 gpm determined by a,Sparling meter

W(u)- -Well function --l0-- determined from type curve

s-- height of cone of impression --22.25 ft.-- determined from
match point

R

T-- Coefficient of transmissibility

(114.6) (1360) (l0) .

22.25 R 66,000 gpd /,f t. (gallons per day per foot)

Absence of observation well data prevents an accurate determination of co.

.efficient of storage. However, using the diameter of the well casing, 24 inches,

and estimating the effective permeable diameter of the gravel pack outside the well

casing to be 36 'inches, an estimate of the coefficient of storage was made as follows:

S
Tt

1.87ur2

. T-- Coefficient of transmissibility -.- 66,000 gpd /ft,

t --time lapsed since discharge began

u--the argument

S-- Coefficient of storage

(70,000) (0.0043)
0,0006

(1.87) (30,000) (3)2

This figure indicates an artesian aquifer, but because of the estimated effective

diameter of the well, the applicability of the number is doubtful: However, artesian

conditions are indicated by the drillerst log of Well 33A (table 3),



During the preliminary recharge test there was no chlorination of the re-
r .

charge water because Bof its clearness at the point or injection and ;the small

volume of water recharged.

Second Recharge Test

A second ground water recharge test was conducted on May 114 -15, 1960* During .

this test, flocculent was applied to recharge water on two separate oc* iàins

with unf_locculated water recharged between times.

During this test., chlorine waq added to the recharge water to c ntrikl

bacteria and algae.. A. 50 chlorine solution. -made. from 30 lb. of 70% hypo

chlorate lime in 5 gallons of water was fed into the recharge water in 'tslugs%

of 195 ppm to give an over -all chlorine content of 6 ppm for each gallon of

water recharged. Rate of recharge during the second test was 700 gpm (gallons

per minute).

The water level of Veil. 33A before recharge was 136.55s measured with an

.air line. This depth shown .a_ loweering of the water level of 4.5 ft, since the

first recharge. test. Fluctuations_ of the water level during the second recharge

test are given in table 2

Calculations . Two sets of data from the. _second recharge test were used to

calculate the coefficient of transmissibility,_ These data are, (i) the recovery

curve of May 114, 1960 (4:55 to 5:21 P. M.), and (2) the recharge curve for 3:24

to 3 :35 P. M., May 35, 19600

These data were plotted on both logarithmetic and semi- logarithmetic paper,

(figures 2, 3, 14. and 5), and the coefficient of transmissibility calculated by

both the straight line and type curve methods.

lculation. _of the coefficient. of transmissibility by the type curve method

was described in the preliminary recharge. test. Using the flows indicated in table
h

2, the coefficient. of transmissibility was determined to. be 572000 gpdf ft. on the

recovery curve, and 54 ,000 for the recharge curve.



Table 3 . LOG OF WELL

0 to 2 ft. soil
2 114 caliche

1I 30 send
.

30 78 clay and gyp ` rock
78 84 gravel ,

84 95 hard . clay :

95 102 cemented gravel'
102 108 loose gravel
108 118 loose boulders
118 120 loose gravel
120 126 loose boulders
126 130 loose gravel
130 154c clay
151 162 sand stone
162 166 gravel
166 172 boulders
172 182 fine gravel
182 186 coarse gravel
186 202 sticky clay
202 206 gravel
206 222 cemented gravel
222 274 coarse gravel (very loose)
274 276 cemented gravel
276 278 gyp rock
278 318 sticky clay (dry)
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For a check on the accuracy-of the data the strsight'line method was used
.W

to calculate the coefficient of transmissibility. Hy this msthod, results are

as follows:

= 2.303Q tt : s
T T (log 11 loglo 2.2 T)

Each letter has the same meaning as described for tie tips curvè formulas
Rf. tS

The additional letter "VI stands for the time in days since pumpOir started.
m

.

For ease and speed of calculations this formula has been shortAund to tìss ' following
'41

form:

=264Q
As

\

T-- Coefficient of transmissibility (gpd/ft.)

Q-- discharge rate (gallons per minute)

As- drawdown difference in feet per log cycle of time

For the recovery curve, results were as follows:

T .(264) (750)
at $6,600 gpd ¡ft .

3.5

The recharge curve gave the following results:

T
(26) (2060)

= 520800 gpd /ft
10.3

From these figures an estimated coefficient of transmissibility of 50,000

gpd /ft would seem in order, and this figure checks well with the 60,000 gpd %ft

calculated from the first recharge test. As a final check, the coefficient of

storage from the first test and an average coefficient of transmissibility from

both tests (55,000 gpd /ft) were used to calculate the height .of the cone of impres-

sion. Results are as follows:

u 1.87 r2S 1.87 (3)2 (0.0006) 04000
Tt (55,000) (0.0043) 3

W(u) = 9.14771 (determined from a table in Wenzel and Fishel (1952, p. 88)
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1.].,bÓ Wu

=

114.6 (1,360) C9..771,
T (55,00 v)

27 feet

According to this figure, the water level should be raised 27 feet during

the first recharge test when the rate was 1360 gpm.. The actual maximum height

of rise was 24 feet, which is well within the limit of error of the estimates

made in obtaining the coefficients of transmissibility and storage.

CLARIFICATION OF WATER PRIOR TO WELL INJECTION

r a

Introduction

The economic value of an aquifer depends upon the rate at which water can

be withdrawn, quality of the water and amount of pumping lift. Thus, an aquifers

economic value can be increased through artificial recharge of good quality water

by decreasing the distance of lift and increasing the total amount of water

"available. However, in order to realize these gains, the existing permeability of

the aquifer must be maintained; for rocks through which ground -water moves consist

of solid bits of mineral matter with interconnected open spaces or pores. Rate

of water movement depends on the number and size of these interconnected openings,

and the hydraulic head. The ro'e of water treatment prior to artificial recharge

is one of preparing the water so it will not decrease the number or size of pore

spaces by sedimentation of suspended material, algal or bacterial growth or

precipitation of insoluble matter due to chemical reactions between ions in re-

charged. water and those in the ground - water.

The major problem at Litchfield is well plugging due to sedimentation and

algal or bacterial. growth. This latter problem bas been controlled by injecting

chlorini into the recharge system at a concentration of six pp$n. One of the
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purpose of the tests was to investigate possibilities of clarification of arse

charge water by adding chemical coagulents which would help sedimentation.

Principles of flocculation '

The murky or turbid appearance of ponded water is generally due to small

particles of clay held in suspension by the water.. Ability of these particles to

stay in suspension is usually a result of small size and a net electrical charge

on or surrounding each particle. This charge is generally negative, and the

particles, because they have like charges, will repel each other and thus prevent

sedimentation. A coagulent neutralizes the charges on the particles allowing them

to coalesce and form larger particles which will settle under the force of gravity.

Proper mixing of flocculant with recharge water is of prime importance in

clarification, and consists of the following two steps. (1) Initial rapid mixing

and (2) secondary gentle mixing. The function of the first phase of mixing is to

disperse the coagulating agent evenly throughout the system, while the second phase

of.mixing brings the particles into contact with the coagulating agent and each

other. This contact allows the particles to consolidate into floccules of a size

and density suitable, for sedimentation.

Once the floccules have been formed, the treated water must be allowed to stand

relatively still for a short time or be passed through a filter to remove the

sediment.

Use of Existing Facilities

In order to keep treatment costs of recharge water at a minimum, all possibilities

of using available facilities are being investigated. Thus far. in the investigation,

,flocculation of recharge grater has been carried out by using two sumps and an irrigation

lateral, all_ bf which are parts of the normal irrigation plan of Litchfield Ranch.

These structures are described below,



On plate I are shown sumps 2 ar4 h and thé,: irrigation lateral running east

from the south end of sump 2' to 13141.4 load. Sp 2 has a 'capacity of nine

acre -feet of water when fulls ila snitt,, h hair a ,capacity of only one acre -foot
pia h'`

due to the relative elevation f its 'traV1 t it let and outlet. Sunps. 2 and i .

are connected by an 800 foot unlined d axope of 0.3 %. from north. to

south. Water is removed from sum 2 -p a
t

epppwetthaactsQt
of 2050 gpm (gallons per minute). Fr the pup,- Mater flows eastward through

1000 feet of 16 inch pipe and is delivered into a l
` oot.irrigation lateral

. -
';: . r ' ,,.s - ce , .

which runs east -west. From the east sad òf the 1att el, iu ttr .flows through a
'

closed pipe under Bullard Road and over the RID Casa.rit empties' into an
open, cement lined ditch connected to the recharge Wall.

Thus far in the investigation, only s 2 and the lateral have been used.

The lateral serves'as a mixing chamber and a\ Conduit for tratpo11 water from1I1

the storage reservoir (sump 2) to the reeharit

Coagulent Mixing in ItiVlasliacilities

Good mixing of water and flocculent i.e a Prerequisite to clarift tion of, -

turbid water. Mixing may be caused by eitr iirdranlic or mechanical
4 . .*

and in.an attempt to keep treatment costs at a anima, it was decided to

mixing by hydraulic means. 1

Mk ,

The degree of mixing can be improved by iatwsl' detention time of

water as it is being treated. The degree of mtgs. can be calculated from the

mixing index "it" as follows:

Qt=.w.t .
Q
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.ti;oli detention time in seconds

G-root-mean square v+ilóait, gradient-.
W-mean value of the power diìsipation function

. f ;..

F--absolute viscosity óf t fbi3.d

h- change in head

Q --flow rate

V-- volume of the mixing chamber

sp. wt.- -unit weight of waters

From the above equation it cari be wart 4that the mixing indu "Gt" can be

increased by changing the volume of the ai3dag ohsaber. ,However, the volume

should be adjusted so that the value of NQt ".' falls 'within the range of 23,000

to 210,000 and at the same time oGn bas a valve of between 20 to 60 sec -1.

The mixing index for the irrigation lateral 'thus modified was calculated

as follows:

Cross sectional area of lateral = 6.69 sq. ft. (square feet)

Length

Change in head

= 1680 ft. (f04). T

= 1.7 ft.

J. '

Discharge = 1400 gpm vi 3.2 cfs (cubic feet per second)
: ; \

Specific weight of water @ 50°F = 62.4 lb/cu. ft. (polled per cubic feet).
, r .,

Absolute viscosity @ 50°F = 0.273 x 10 i$f r6it Oloound per
' second ¡axe cubic feet)'

Total v olumë of the lateral = 6.69 sq. ft. x 1680 ft. 11,24Q . 0,x. ft,,,
(efts feet),

Detention time = 110240 cu. ft./3.2 cfs 3600 sec. ( seconds)

1.7 ft x 3.2 cu. ft x 62.4 lb/cu.ft
11, 240 Cu. ft.

0.273 x 10 lb/sec/sq.ft.
Gt a 33 sec'1 x 3600 sec Is 118,000

;090 sec-2 = 33 sec"-
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When this value is compared with those given on the previous page, it is

apparent that the lateral does provide adequate mixing for flocculation.

Test Results .

The coagulant used, Pur floc N17, was furnished by Dow Chemical Company

and has been approved by the American Public Health Association. It was

added at three points at the west end of the irrigation lateral from a 1%

solution at a rate which would give a flocculant concentration of 0.5 ppm to

all water flowing in the lateral.

At the time of thelMarch 5 test, no equipment was available to evaluate

turbidity; however, an idea of the efficiency of the coagulating agent and the

mixing can be obtained from figure 6, which shows samples taken before and

after the flocculated water arrived at the east end of the lateral. The sample

on the left is treated water, and shows a considerable reduction in turbidity.

In addition, the material remaining in solution settled out when the sample

was allowed to stand for 15 minutes.

Figure 6. -- Photograph shows the difference between water treated
with Purifloc N17 -on the left, and untreated water
on the right.
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The above information clearly indicates the need for a settling basin, or

a rapid sand filter to complete clarification of the treated water.

Results from the May 1445 Flocculation test were considerably different from

those of the March 5 test, due . to the different kind of tail-water' available.

Water for the first test was ,tail -water from. pre --planting irrigation and contained

approximately 300 ppm of suspended clay material- while water for the second test -

was from irrigation or alfalfa and contained 40 ppm of organic turbidity. Measure

rents U1 s lircAkrtJacksorr,GalidletAhttibiditr :tiro

As a result of treatment by flocculant, water in the second test showed a 25%

.reduction in turbidity, or agiantitatively, 40 ppm to 30 ppm suspended material.

These poor results were attributed to a smaller rate of flow, and low initial

turbidity. .

From the following equation, it can be shown that the amount of contacts, and

thus the degree of flocculation, increases with the number and size of particles

present in water as well as the power input.

N w ntn "(l /6 Ply) (dt 4 0)3

N--- number of contacts /unit time /unit volume

n-- number of particles /unit volume of water

P- -power input /unit volume

.3

y-- absolute viscosity of the fluid

Therefore. poor results in the second test can be partially attributed to both

a lower power input due to a decreased flow rate (700 gpm) and a smaller number of

particles, (87% less) in the solution.

4

Suggested Additions or Modifications

In the previous section of the report, it was stated that there is need for a

sedimentation basin or a rapid sand filter to complete the water clarification pro-

cess. This -section of the report deals with suggestions of means for accomplishing .



this end. .

1. Use of Sump 14. This plan would be as follows: (1) sump 2 would be

pumped ark and any incoming water would be diverted into sump )4 (2)

water would be released from sump It and coagulent would be added

immediately below the sump, (3) mixing would take place in the ditch

connecting sumps b and 2, and (It) sump 2 would be 'used as a settling

basin and the water would be pumped from here to the recharge well.

This procedure would have the following disadvantages: As mentionéd

previously, the capacity of sump 1 is one acre - foot. Also water would be

wasted in pumping sump 2 dry and the pumping cost would be increased be-

cause of the increased pump lift in sump 2 due to a lower water level.

2. Recirculating Sump 2 Water. There is a possibility of recirculating the

water in sump 2.to promote flocculation. This plan would require con- .

struction of an additional lateral or pipeline, and would require that

all water to be treated and recharged be pumped out of the sump twice.

The first time to add flocculant, and the second time to take the water

to the recharge point.

Construction of a Rapid Sand Filter. A third possibility for water clari-

fication is using the lateral for mixing and constructing a rapid sand

filter at the well site. This filter would require andinitial investment

of approximately $1500, but would produce water of excellent quality for

recharge use.

Construction of a_Sump at the Well Site. Probably the most economica].

means of obtaining clear water for well injection would be by constructing

an additional sump at the well site. In order to handle 1400 gpm, the

basin would have to be 10 feet deep, 100 feet wide and 1].00 feet long.

The Estimated cost of this installation would be, about $2000. This

structure could: in addition be used for storing excess tail-water



and runoff from precipitation.

r -_

CONCLUSIONS

From -the two recharge tests, the following conclusioñ:maysbe

drawn.

Artificial ground..water recharge of excess

irrigation tail -water at Litchfield Ranch

is practical. The main problems are bacteria

and suspended sediment in the water being

used and these two problems may be solved with

continued research. -

The present physical irrigation plant of

Litchfield Ranch must be altered in order

to cheaply and efficiently recharge water of

good duality. The following are a group of

four recommended changes.

a. Install a floating intake on the small

screw.pump which draws water from sump

2. The draft port of this intake should

float about 12 to 18 inches below the

surface of the sump. A floating intake

would not only be helpful in obtaining

cleaner water for recharge purposes, but

would also make available cleaner water

for recirculation to crops and thereby

help prevent laterals from filling with

sediment,
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b. Install a valve in the stand -pipe north-

west of the basin where recharge water is

withdrawn from the lateral for injection

down the well. This feature would allow

water to be recharged under an additional

foot of head which is not presently being

utilized. The reason this head is not

utilized is that during the first recharge

test, water backed up in the stand -pipe,

flowed back to the well along the normal

well discharge line, and flowed down the

pump column causing the pump to back -spin.

As a result, the head on the opening to the

recharge line had to be decreased to stop

water from flowing down the pump column. A

check valve in the stand -pipe would prevent

this back -flow of .recharge water. Head on

the recharge intake is necessary to prevent

air frón entering the recharge system and

being carried down the well where it will

cause plugging of the aquifer by air entrap-

ment*

Plug the openings in the well under the pump.

The well casing should be sealed to the pump

to prevent air from entering the well during

recharge operations. This air could be carried

underground by the recharge rater and plug the

aquifer..
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d. Make a new sump next to the recharge well.

This sump could serve as an extra trap for

tail -water during normal irrigation operations,
-

and could be used as a settling basin for

treated water during recharge operations.

At the present time cost of removing suspended

sediment from water is high, but with more

research in the use of alum to help flocculation,

cost of treating water maybe lowered to one or

two dollars per acre -foot. Also, clear water

is easier and cheaper to chlorinate effectively

for bacteria control.

PLANNED OPERATIONS

Presently there are four projects under way in connection with the

Litchfield Ranch recharge operation. These projects are as followst

1. Develop a picture of the.subsurface geology in

order to determine which are the more important

geological controls in the movement of ground-

water in the Litchfield area. One of the main

objectives of this project is to find an area.

where water may be artificially recharged by use

of pits. This type of recharge would be cheaper

and more easily operated than well injection.

2. Conduct an economic study of the future value t

Litchfield Ranch of water recharged at the present



time.

3. Attempt to learn the cause of the deep earth cracks

' which cross part of Litchfield Ranch.

}. Reçharge small amounts of untreated water in an

attempt. to determine the effect of muddy water on

the aquifer. This water will be treated with chlorine

in:order to control bacteria, and algae. These tests

will be followed by additional tests using treated

water*
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